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ABSTRACT
Style transfer is the image synthesis task, which applies a
style of one image to another while preserving the content.
In statistical methods, the adaptive instance normalization
(AdaIN) whitens the source images and applies the style of
target images through normalizing the mean and variance
of features. However, computing feature statistics for each
instance would neglect the inherent relationship between fea-
tures, so it is hard to learn global styles while fitting to the
individual training dataset. In this paper, we present a novel
learnable normalization technique for style transfer using
graph convolutional networks, termed Graph Instance Nor-
malization (GrIN). This algorithm makes the style transfer
approach more robust by taking into account similar informa-
tion shared between instances. Besides, this simple module is
also applicable to other tasks like image-to-image translation
or domain adaptation.
Index Terms— style transfer, normalization, graph con-
volutional networks
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Neural Style Transfer
Nowadays, Convolutional Neural Networks have been suc-
cessfully used for many style transfer tasks [1–4]. Style trans-
fer can be divided into two types depending on the method
of stylizing. First, it is a statistical approach that takes into
consideration the relationship between channels. Gatys et
al. [5, 6], Huang and Belongie [1], and Li et al. [7] propose
various statistical methods to transfer any images into art-
works using the style of famous artists. Gatys et al. [5, 6]
and Li et al. [7] exploit the Gram matrix, which represents
the covariance of style features’ channels. On the other hand,
AdaIN [1] calculates means and standard deviations of the
features along the channel dimension. The second method is
to stack convolutional layers and transmit styles through deep
networks for image-to-image translation. Zhu et al. [8], Liu
et al. [9] and Huang et al. [10] employ generative adversar-
ial networks [11] to translate source images to target images.
Choi et al. [12] make more natural stylized outputs by com-
bining statistic methods with the network approach. However,
we focus on the statistical approach to suggest simple mod-
ules that can be applied to various networks.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of style transfer. Output images
are at the bottom. The dotted line indicates a mini-batch of
style images. AdaIN reflects only one target style to normal-
ize statistics, but GrIN takes all the style images in the batch
to learn general style information.
In previous works, Gatys et al. [5, 6] present reconstruc-
tion losses by dividing features into style and content through
deep learning. It has the disadvantage of slow optimization
because content loss and style loss have to be updated itera-
tively whenever a new style has come. AdaIN [1] proposes
methods that can transfer an arbitrary style, which operates
with feed-forward networks in the real-time process. Notably,
it eliminates style information by directly normalizing feature
statistics using perceptual loss [13] and a statistical approach
called adaptive instance normalization. However, Nam and
Kim [14] point out that instance normalization (IN) [15] de-
grades the performance for other discriminative tasks. This is
because IN processes features independently and eliminates
significant style variations of the content features. Thus, they
propose a way to apply style by mixing batch normalization
(BN) [16] and IN using the gate parameter to remove the style
information selectively. Although it has the effect of BN par-
tially to keep important style information, it cannot under-
stand the one associated between features. Therefore we de-
sign a new method with the graph convolutional layers to have
the effect of graph smoothing on similar style features. Figure
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1 shows the difference between AdaIN and the proposed style
transfer. We propose a way to learn general styles with GCN
by relating similarities between feature nodes to get style in-
formation, while AdaIN uses each feature information inde-
pendently.
1.2. Graph Neural Networks
Recently, graph-based learning methods have been exploited
in deep learning research. Among them, the graph con-
volutional networks (GCN) [17], which are motivated by
the first-order approximation of localized spectral filters on
graphs [18], apply to various computer vision tasks, and they
achieve state-of-the-art performance. Specifically, GCN can
adequately consider the label correlations [19], data struc-
ture [20], and relatedness of the instances [21].
In our work, we propose combining GCN with the nor-
malization method to consider the correlation between style
images. In particular, to overcome the problem that IN ig-
nores the feature relationship, we propose a normalization
technique using graph convolutional networks, which can in-
volve correlation in mini-batch samples with the adjacency
matrix. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to
adapt the learnable graph layers into the style transfer. Our
method encourages the style transfer network to reduce some
artifacts in output images and have insight into common style
features by introducing simple graph convolution to the sta-
tistical approach. Moreover, since a few graph layers are
added for training and removed when inference, it maintains
the high-speed advantage.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Normalization for Style Transfer
AdaIN is a statistical method that extracts the mean and stan-
dard deviation in each feature channel. The statistics of con-
tent features x ∈ RN×C×H×W are calculated as follows:
µnc(x) =
1
HW
H∑
h=1
W∑
w=1
xnchw, (1)
σ2nc(x) =
1
HW
H∑
h=1
W∑
w=1
(xnchw − µnc(x))2. (2)
The same is true for y. Note that xnchw is an element of
the feature x, where h and w are the spatial location, c is the
channel index, and n is the index of the sample in the mini-
batch. To translate the style, the mean µ(x) ∈ RN×C and
the standard deviation σ(x) ∈ RN×C normalize the content
features x, and the normalized features are decomposed by
the feature statistics of y:
AdaIN(x, y) = σ(y)
x− µ(x)√
σ2(x) + 
+ µ(y), (3)
where  is a small number added to avoid division by zero.
As you can see from the above equations, AdaIN processes
normalization of each node independently, which removes all
style information without considering the importance of style
variations [14]. Thus, we use the adjacency matrix and graph
layers to normalize features on the batch dimension. If style
features in a mini-batch are similar, they are conducted to-
gether, preserving the common style information. In Eq. 3,
the standard deviation σ(y) is a scale, and the mean µ(y) is a
bias. In other words, the standard deviation vectors reflect the
overall style, while the mean vectors deal with more style de-
tails. Changing the standard deviation is undesirable because
it has a risk of transforming the entire style. For this reason,
we correlate only mean vectors to normalize similar styles by
the graph layers. The mean vectors of the style features are
normalized together properly in the batch through the struc-
tural information, eliminating unnecessary style variance that
can be noise. In contrast, standard deviation vectors are pre-
cluded from graph smoothing to preserve the global style with
suppressing the distortion.
2.2. GCN for Style Transfer
To consider relationships between style images, we exploit
graph convolutional networks [17], which are motivated by
localized spectral filters on graphs [18]. To find the structural
information of features in the mini-batch, we set one style for
one node. Here, we describe the equation of localized spectral
filters:
gθ ? x = UgθU
∗x, (4)
where U is the matrix of eigenvectors from the normalized
graph Laplacian with a learnable filter gθ = diag(θ) in the
Fourier domain. ∗ denotes the transpose operation. GCN lim-
its spectral convolutions on graphs as the first order neighbor-
hood layer-wise convolution operation. Therefore, only the
related nodes are allowed to be operated. Each GCN layer is
described as follows:
X(i+1) = D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2X(i)θ(i), (5)
where X(i) ∈ RN×F and X(i+1) ∈ RN×F ′ are the F -
dimensional input and F ′-dimensional output graph signal
matrix with N nodes, respectively, and θ(i) ∈ RF×F ′ is a
learnable weight kernel with A˜ = A+IN and D˜ii =
∑
j A˜ij .
Using the above equations, the matrix of nodes is com-
posed of the features from the encoder:
X = Encoder(Xbatch), (6)
where Xbatch is a mini-batch of samples. Next, we resize the
feature X ∈ RN×C×H×W into X ′ ∈ RN×CHW , which is a
2-dimensional matrix:
A˜ = X ′X ′T , (7)
where A˜ ∈ RN×N notices similar degrees between features
according to their structural information. The mean vectors
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Fig. 2. Network architecture. Ic and Is are content and style images, and x(c) and y(s) are the corresponding features by the
fixed encoder, VGG-19. This network aims to learn the content and style information separately so that it can compose the
stylized output, Iout. GrIN helps train the decoder more robustly by sharing the similar features’ structural information. Lc is
the content loss, and Ls is the style loss, mentioned in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 3. Green zone is our Graph Instance Normalization. This
makes it possible to style by considering the relationship be-
tween similar features. At inference time, our module is not
used and µ′ is equivalent to µ.
obtained through instance normalization are processed to the
next step with the graph layers:
µc = (µ1c, µ2c, · · · , µnc)T , (8)
µ′c = D˜
− 12 A˜D˜−
1
2µcθ, (9)
where θ means the learnable weight of the graph layer.
As a result, instance-normalized content features are de-
composed by the style feature statistics processed through
GCN,
GrIN(x, y) = σ(y)
x− µ(x)√
σ2(x) + 
+ µ(y)′. (10)
Graph layers take into account the relationship between
neighboring nodes. The more layers are added to our network,
the smoother it becomes because graph layers filter the related
nodes together. GrIN takes each style feature in the mini-
batch as a node to produce the adjacency matrix, which is the
degree of similarity between them. Consequently, GrIN can
normalize the style details using the adjacency matrix. This
helps learn the general characteristics by reducing the risk of
overfitting on the training dataset.
3. EXPERIMENTS
Figure 2 shows an overview of the whole network, and the
detail of GrIN is shown in Fig. 3.
3.1. Settings
We used content images from MS-COCO [22], and em-
ployed style images from WikiArt [23]. Each dataset has
about 80,000 training samples. With a pre-trained and fixed
VGG-19 encoder [24], we trained our decoder with the Adam
optimizer [25]. We stacked two graph convolutional layers
and had a batch size of 16 content-style image pairs to make
a sufficient graph smoothing effect. We resized both images
to 512×512 resolution, then cropped random regions of size
256×256 with preserving the aspect ratio.
3.2. Training
To prove the performance of GCN, we follow similar learn-
ing schemes with AdaIN. We train our network using the loss
function,
L = Lc + λLs, (11)
which is a weighted sum of the content loss Lc and the style
loss Ls with the style loss weight λ. We select lambda as 10
in the experiments. The content loss is the Euclidean distance
between the target features and the style transferred output
features. The target feature t is the GrIN output:
t = GrIN(x, y), (12)
Lc = ‖Encoder(Decoder(t))–t‖22 . (13)
The style loss is composed of the mean and standard devi-
ation of the original style’s feature and the stylized output’s:
Ls =
L∑
i=1
‖µ(φi(Decoder(t)))− µ(φi(y))‖22
+
L∑
i=1
‖σ(φi(Decoder(t)))− σ(φi(y))‖22 ,
(14)
where each φi is a feature of the VGG-19 layer. We use 4
features which are relu1 1, relu2 2, relu3 1, and relu4 1.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We exploit graph layers to improve the quality of output im-
ages. This can be done by graph smoothing the mean vectors,
which represent the detail of style in the transfer. For the test,
graph layers are excluded for style transfer to be performed on
a single image and emphasize the detail information of that
image. The network is stable even without the GCN since
the standard deviation that is responsible for the overall style
nuance does not pass graph layers during the training.
Figure 4 shows output images of our method and other
style transfer algorithms. In AdaIN, wash-out artifacts [26]
and textual errors are found frequently. Although BIN shows
good results for some styles while maintaining content infor-
mation well, it simply stylizes colors on content images rather
than understanding them. As a result, like AdaIN, wash-out
artifacts exist, and unintentional content information of style
images appears sometimes. However, GrIN considers simi-
lar style features together using an adjacency matrix. Conse-
quently, general style features can be learned by finding the
common property among similar style images. Since the gen-
eral features help the transfer stylize appropriately to any ar-
bitrary inputs during the test, GrIN can effectively transfer
styles without noises and preserve the content images.
GrIN is a simple module with a few graph layers to learn
general styles by the relationship between other style features.
Therefore, it can also be applied to image-to-image transla-
tion problems [10] or domain adaptation tasks [12] based on
AdaIN. In future work, we will make use of our algorithm in
those networks to improve the quality of stylized images.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed a novel architecture, named
GrIN, to learn the general styles of images. We integrate
graph layers into AdaIN and modify the normalization
scheme considering the mean as a bias term to overcome
the inherent problem of instance normalization that cannot
view the relationship between the features. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time to apply GCN to the task of
style transfer. The experimental result images show that GrIN
produces more natural outputs than previous methods since
graph convolutional networks induce to learn general styles
by introducing the correlation between features.
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Fig. 4. (a) shows the content image and the style image. (b),
(c) and (d) are the results of Huang and Belongie [1], Nam and
Kim [14], and ours, respectively. The textual errors and the
wash-out artifacts are reduced in ours. All the tested images
are not shown to our network during training.
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